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EXPERIMENTAL  INVESTIGATION  OF  FRICTION  FORCE 
REDUCTION  IN  SLIDING  MOTION  WITH  SIMULTANEOUS  
TANGENTIAL  AND  NORMAL  VIBRATIONS

BADANIA  DOŚWIADCZALNE  REDUKCJI  SIŁY  TARCIA  W  RUCHU 
ŚLIZGOWYM  PRZY  RÓWNOCZESNYM  DZIAŁANIU  DRGAŃ  STYCZNYCH  
I  DRGAŃ  NORMALNYCH
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 Abstract:  This work presents a test rig and the results of experimental investigations of friction force variability in 
sliding motion under the simultaneous influence of vibrations that are tangential and normal to the sliding 
plane. Investigations were carried out at the frequency of f = 2000 Hz, which is below the frequency of self-
vibrations of the moved object. They were conducted as a function of the three most important factors decisive 
in the possibility of friction force reduction in sliding motion, and the magnitude of this reduction, i.e. the 
amplitude of vibrations, amplitude of vibrations velocity, and sliding velocity. Various surface pressures were 
considered. It has been shown that combining longitudinal tangential vibrations with normal ones increases 
the individual effects of each type of separately acting vibrations, but it is not directly summing them up.

 Słowa kluczowe:  redukcja siły tarcia, ruch ślizgowy, drgania.

 Streszczenie:  W pracy przedstawiono stanowisko badawcze i wyniki badań doświadczalnych zmian siły tarcia w ruchu 
ślizgowym przy równoczesnym działaniu drgań stycznych wzdłużnych i drgań normalnych do płaszczyzny 
poślizgu. Badania przeprowadzono przy częstotliwości drgań f = 2000 Hz znajdującej się poniżej częstotliwo-
ści drgań własnych przesuwanego układu. Przeprowadzono je w funkcji trzech najważniejszych czynników 
decydujących o możliwości wystąpienia redukcji siły tarcia w ruchu ślizgowym i o wielkości tej redukcji. 
Były to: amplituda drgań, amplituda prędkości drgań i prędkość poślizgu. Uwzględniono różne naciski po-
wierzchniowe. Badania wykazały, że złożenie drgań stycznych wzdłużnych z drganiami normalnymi potęguje 
indywidualne skutki każdego rodzaju tych drgań działających oddzielnie, ale ich w prosty sposób nie sumuje.

INTRODUCTION 

Reduction of the friction force in sliding motion that 
is taking place in the presence of forced vibrations 
significantly depends on their direction in relation to the 
sliding plane. Its mechanism is different for each mode 
of vibrations, whether normal [L. 1–4] or tangential 
[L. 5–12]. In addition, for tangential vibrations, the 
magnitude of reduction is different when they are 
longitudinal, i.e. their direction is the same as that of 
sliding [L. 5, 7, 8, 12], in comparison with the case 
when they are transverse, i.e. perpendicular to this 
direction [L. 6, 9–11].

In utilising vibrations for reducing friction force 
in sliding motion in real systems, the problem may 
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appear in ascertaining the conformance of the plane of 
vibrations with that of sliding of the shifted body, or in 
ascertaining their perpendicularity. Under an optional 
orientation of forced vibrations in relation to the plane 
of sliding, or when vibrations are imposed on each other 
at different directions, a real problem appears regarding 
the quantification of the influence of vibrations on 
both the friction force and driving force essential 
for initiation of sliding motion of the body and for 
sustaining such motion. This is due to the fact that, until 
now, no universal model has been developed facilitating 
simulating analyses of the variability of friction forces 
for optional orientation of vibrations in relation to the 
sliding direction, or for the case when the tangential and 
normal vibrations are imposed on each other.
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Hence, facing the impossibility of conducting 
simulating analyses under such circumstances, we 
conducted experimental investigations on the reduction 
of the driving force, identified as the average friction 
force in sliding motion, under the simultaneous action 
of tangential and normal vibrations. The key objective 
of these investigations was to determine the mode of 
relative imposition on each of the individual effects of 
these vibrations under their simultaneous excitation. 
These investigations were carried out as a function of 
such parameters as the amplitude of vibrations velocity, 
driving velocity, and the rigidity of contact.

THE TEST RIG

The test rig was created through hybridising the two 
independently functioning test rigs designated for 
examining the correlation between forced vibrations and 
friction force in sliding motion, and both of these were 
presented in detail in papers [L. 4, 12]. The first of these 
facilitated the investigation of tangential longitudinal 
vibrations, while the second one was for the investigation 
of vibrations normal to the plane of sliding.

A frictional pair with vibration generating system 
(Fig. 1) constitutes the key element of the test rig. This 
pair comprises an upper sample (1) performing sliding 
motion, which can be at any time forced into vibrations 
perpendicular to the plane of sliding, and the lower sample 
(2), which, in turn, can be forced into vibrational motion 
in the direction of the upper sample’s sliding at any time.

Vibrational motion of the upper sample in the direction 
perpendicular to plane of sliding is generated by a custom-
designed, inertia-based generation system that comprises 
a pre-tensioned piezoelectric actuator (4) sandwiched 
between two holding plates and a supplementary mass md 
rigidly attached to the upper holding plate. The actuator 
creates vibrations of the mass md. The inertia force thus 
generated is measured by a dynamometer (6) placed 

between the shifted sample and generating system. This 
force, which is transferred to the shifted sample, then 
generates its vibrations in the direction perpendicular or 
normal to the plane of sliding. The lower sample is forced 
into vibration by another piezoelectric actuator (3).

The sliding motion of the upper sample is generated 
by a drive system comprising a stepper motor with 
gearbox, linear guide EPX-40, and a driver [L. 12]. An 
integral part of this system is a ring dynamometer (5), 
which measures the driving force. The drive velocity is 
controlled by revolutions of a stepper motor. The control 
of vibrations and that of drive velocity as well as recording 
of the force and acceleration signals is conducted through 
the DS1104 control card manufactured by dSPACE. PCB 
sensors are used for measuring accelerations – two for 
determining longitudinal vibrations of the lower sample, 
two for measuring of the longitudinal vibrations of the 
upper sample, and a further two for measuring its normal 
vibrations. The block diagram of the entire system 
designated for measurements, recording, and processing 
of experimental data is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2.  The block diagram of the system designated for measurements, recording and processing of experimental data
Rys. 2.  Schemat blokowy układu pomiaru, rejestracji i obróbki wyników badań

1 – upper sample, 2 – lower sample, 3 – longitudinal vibrations 
actuator, 4 – normal vibrations actuator, 5 – driving force dynamometer,  
6 – normal force sensor, 7÷12 – accelerometers

Fig. 1.  A view of frictional pair with vibrations generating 
system

Rys. 1.  Widok pary ciernej z układem generującym drgania
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EXPERIMENTAL  INVESTIGATION

The experiments were carried out in two stages. Within 
the first of these, the influence of normal vibrations on the 
profile of the driving force in relation to the parameters of 
simultaneously acting tangential longitudinal vibrations 
was analysed. The following protocol was utilised in this 
investigation. After initiating sliding motion of the upper 
sample at the assumed drive velocity vd with immobilised 
support, longitudinal vibrations of the support were 
generated at precisely determined frequency ft and the 
amplitude of vibrations velocity va. 

In the consecutive step, normal vibrations were 
generated in the shifted sample at a determined 

Fig. 3.  Variation of driving force under the simultaneous action of tangential longitudinal and normal vibrations in relation 
to the amplitude F0z of normal vibrations at va = 0.6 mm/s: a) vd = 1.5 mm/s, b) vd = 0.2 mm/s

Rys. 3.  Zmiana siły napędu przy równoczesnym działaniu drgań stycznych wzdłużnych i drgań normalnych w zależności od 
amplitudy F0z drgań normalnych przy va = 0,6 mm/s: a) vd = 1,5 mm/s, b) vd = 0,2 mm/s

Fig. 5.  Variation of driving force under the simultaneous action of tangential longitudinal and normal vibrations in relation 
to the amplitude F0z of normal vibrations at va = 1.8 mm/s: a) vd = 1.5 mm/s, b) vd = 0.2 mm/s 

Rys. 5.  Zmiana siły napędu przy równoczesnym działaniu drgań stycznych wzdłużnych i drgań normalnych w zależności od 
amplitudy F0z drgań normalnych przy va = 1,8 mm/s; a) vd = 1,5 mm/s, b) vd = 0,2 mm/s

Fig. 4.  Variation of driving force under the simultaneous action of tangential longitudinal and normal vibrations in relation 
to the amplitude F0z of normal vibrations at va = 1.2 mm/s: a) vd = 1.5 mm/s, b) vd = 0.2 mm/s

Rys. 4.  Zmiana siły napędu przy równoczesnym działaniu drgań stycznych wzdłużnych i drgań normalnych w zależności od 
amplitudy F0z drgań normalnych przy va = 1,2 mm/s: a) vd = 1,5 mm/s, b) vd = 0,2 mm/s

amplitude F0z of the force exciting these vibrations. In the 
following steps, the amplitude was gradually increased 
while maintaining drive velocity and parameters of 
longitudinal vibrations unchanged. The magnitude of 
driving force Fd was continually recorded during the 
shifting process.

Figures 3–5 illustrate examples of the profile of 
this force at two drive velocities vd equal to 0.2 mm/s 
and 1.5 mm/s, and three amplitudes of longitudinal 
vibrations velocity va, equal to 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8 mm/s 
for various amplitudes F0z of the exciting force in the 
normal direction. The frequencies of tangential and 
normal vibrations were identical ft = fn = 2000 Hz.

a)                       b)

a)                       b)

a)                       b)
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Based on graphs such as those in Figures 3-5, it 
is possible to make master curves illustrating the level 
of the influence of normal vibrations on the reduction 
of driving force (i.e. reduction of average friction force) 
in relation to the parameters of simultaneously imposed 
tangential vibrations. With this in mind, a dimensionless 
influence parameter rv

n  of normal vibrations has been 
defined as follows:

  r
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where Fd
0  – magnitude of driving force in sliding motion 

without vibrations, Fd
t  – magnitude of driving force in 

sliding motion in the presence of longitudinal vibrations, 
Fd
t n+  – magnitude of driving force in sliding motion in 

the presence of longitudinal and normal vibrations. 
The value of influence parameter rv

n =  1  denotes the 
absence of the influence of normal vibrations on the 
friction force.

Such master curves are presented in Figure 6. It is 
clear from these that, regardless of the sliding velocity 
(i.e. drive velocity), the influence of normal vibrations 
on the level of driving force reduction is decreasing  
( rv
n →1) with the increasing amplitude va of tangential 

vibrations velocity.
In the second variant of data gathering, experimental 

investigations of the influence of surface stresses and 
their consequence on ensuing changes in the contact 
rigidity on the level of the reduction of the driving 
force under the separate and simultaneous action of 
tangential longitudinal vibrations and normal vibrations 
were conducted. The investigations were carried out 
at various drive velocities vd in the range of 0.1 to 
1.5 mm/s and at identical frequencies of longitudinal 

and normal vibrations ft = fn = 2000 Hz. The amplitude 
of velocity of longitudinal vibrations was va = 1.5 mm/s, 
while the amplitude of normal vibrations was F0z = 8 N. 
Surface pressures were increased from the initial level 
of pn = 0.016 N/mm2 to pn = 0.065 N/mm2. Associated 
with these changes was a change in the surface rigidity 
in the friction pair ranging from kt = 64.25 N/µm to 
kt = 83.83 N/µm. 

As an example, a set of results of these investigations 
for the drive velocity of vd = 0.5 mm/s has been compiled 
in the form of curves presented in Fig. 7. Consecutive 
columns in this figure present profiles of the driving 
force Fd in sliding motion in relation to the imposed 
option of vibrations as follows: in the 1st column – 
when sliding is executed without vibrations (va = 0 and 
F0z = 0); in the 2nd column – when only longitudinal 
vibrations are imposed (va = 1.5 mm/s and F0z = 0); in the 
3rd column – when only normal vibrations are imposed 
(va = 0 and F0z = 8 N); and, in the 4th column – when 
both the tangential and normal vibrations are imposed 
(va = 1.5 N/mm2 and F0z = 8 N).

Based on a set of such graphs, the master curves 
were prepared which illustrate the influence of surface 
stresses and related tangential contact rigidities on the 
reduction of driving force Fd/FC (where FC – Coulomb 
friction force) under the combined action of normal and 
tangential longitudinal vibrations, and for comparison, 
analogous master curves for independent action of such 
vibrations. An example set of such master curves for 
drive velocities of vd = 0.2,  vd = 0.5, and vd = 0.8 mm/s 
is presented in Figure 8.

It is shown in these graphs that, at the set drive 
velocity, under increasing  surface pressures and 
associated with them increase in contact rigidity, the 
level of the reduction of drive force in sliding motion is 
diminishing independently of the variant of vibrations 
excitation.

Fig. 6.  Effect of normal vibrations on the level of friction force reduction in sliding motion at simultaneously imposed 
longitudinal tangential vibrations for various velocities of drive: a) vd = 0.2 mm/s, b) vd = 1.5 mm/s

Rys. 6.  Wpływ drgań normalnych na poziom redukcji siły napędu w ruchu ślizgowym przy równoczesnym działaniu drgań 
stycznych wzdłużnych dla różnych prędkości napędu: a) vd = 0,2 mm/s, b) vd = 1,5 mm/s

a)                       b)
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CONCLUSIONS

The experimental comparative analyses conducted in 
this work on the influence of tangential longitudinal 
and normal vibrations on the driving force under their 
alternatively separate or simultaneous action on the 
shifted body indicated that the imposition of tangential 
longitudinal and normal vibrations reinforces the 
individual effects of each type of such vibrations acting 
independently, but their combined effects are not directly 
additive.

The investigations also indicated that, under the 
simultaneous action of tangential longitudinal and 
normal vibrations, at an increasing amplitude of velocity 
of longitudinal vibrations, the influence of normal 
vibrations on this force is being reduced. 

It must be stressed that the above conclusions 
refer only to the variant of the simultaneous action of 
normal and tangential longitudinal vibrations, and 
there is no reason to transfer them onto the variant of 
the superposition of normal and tangential transverse 
vibrations. The appropriate tests will be carried out. 

a)               b)

Fig. 7.   Variation in the driving force during longitudinal and normal vibrations in relation to surface stresses: 
a) pn = 0.016 N/mm2, b) pn = 0.065 N/mm2

Rys. 7.  Zmiana siły napędu przy drganiach wzdłużnych i drganiach normalnych w zależności od nacisków powierzchniowych: 
a) pn = 0,016 N/mm2, b) pn = 0,065 N/mm2

Fig. 8.  The level of driving force reduction Fd/FC in sliding motion under various variants of vibrations excitation for 
a) vd = 0.2 mm/s, b) vd = 0.5 mm/s, c) vd = 0.8 mm/s

Rys. 8.  Poziom redukcji siły napędu Fd/FC w ruchu ślizgowym przy różnych wariantach wymuszenia drgań, przy: a) vd = 0,2 mm/s, 
b) vd = 0,5 mm/s, c) vd = 0,8 mm/s

a)               b)

c)
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